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Across

2. mechanical exfoliants that involves 

shooting aluminum oxide or other crystals 

at the skin

3. massage with rapid shaking

7. massage movement in which the 

tissues are pressed and twisted using a 

fast back and forth mothion

11. special product designed to facilitate 

change in the skins appearance

13. also known as percussion

14. also known as fresheners or 

astringents

18. concentrated products that generally 

contain higher concentrated ingredients 

designed to penetrate and treat carious 

skin conditions

19. massage movement which the wrists 

are kept flexible so that the palms come 

in contact with the skin

21. chopping movement

23. facial masks containing special 

crystals of gypsum

24. deep rubbing movement requiring 

pressure

25. a magnifying lens surrounded by a 

circular light

26. also known as hydrating water 

building agents

27. specially prepared facial masks 

containing paraffin and other ingredients

28. lubricants used to make the skin 

slippery during massage.

Down

1. point on the skin over the muscle 

where pressure or stimulation will cause 

contraction of that muscle

4. facial machine that heat sand 

produces steam

5. follicle opening

6. scrubs that contain aluminum oxide 

crystals

8. also known as blackheads

9. products that help increase the 

moisture content of the skin surface

10. method to physically remove dead 

cell buildup

12. a form of petrissage which tissue is 

grasped

15. also known as masques a 

concentrated treatment

16. massage with twisting motion

17. manual or mechanical manipulation 

of the body by rubbing,pinching,or 

kneading

20. also knowns as a roll of mask

22. kneading movement performed by 

lifting,squeezing, and pressing


